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Karan Ireland is program director for WV SUN.

West Virginia has always been eager to develop its natural resources. Jobs, communities and industries have
been built because of our willingness to put what we have to good use. We should have the same attitude when
it comes to harnessing energy from the sun. The state’s Public Service Commission should maintain its current
net metering policy to continue the incredible growth that solar energy has seen in the state. All West Virginians
benefit from using our natural solar resources.

Net metering ensures West Virginians who have installed solar on their homes receive fair compensation for the
electricity they generate. Folks who have solar panels on their homes don’t always use the electricity their
systems produce. By the same token, they will likely also need to use electricity provided from the grid.

Net metering allows solar customers to send their electricity to their neighbors when they have extra electricity.
In return, the solar customers can count the electricity they’ve sent out against electricity they’ve used from the
electric grid. This exchange is reflected on their monthly electric bills. Think of it like getting store credit for
returning an item.

This fair system doesn’t just benefit solar customers. The production and transmission of energy from many
localized sources is called distributed generation. Distributed generation allows non-solar customers to benefit
from their neighbors’ electricity production. Solar customers are likely to produce excess electricity during the
day, when overall demand for electricity is highest. Net metering allows solar customers to send their electricity
where it is needed, lowering prices for everyone.

Distributed generation has another advantage. Transmitting electricity from a centralized plant is less efficient
than producing it near electricity demand. Distributed generation lessens the need to pay for and build more
transmission lines. It also saves on electricity loss. Electricity sent through transmission lines loses energy the
farther it goes — just as a radio signal weakens the farther you are from a transmitter.

The ability of solar customers to count the electricity they generate for others against the electricity they use
from the grid is critical to the economics of solar. If your car were only allowed to operate in your driveway, you
probably wouldn’t buy it. Net metering is a key reason why we see solar panels popping up across the state
and new solar industry jobs.

So, why might we be concerned about the future of net metering? The rise of distributed generation challenges
the traditional utility business model. Utilities make money from selling electricity. The rise of individually owned
electricity production competes with their business. To offset that competition, the trend has been for utilities to
seek government intervention by asking regulatory agencies to end or alter net metering policies. However,
there is a real opportunity here for those utilities to innovate, while government can honor the right of property
owners to be independent energy producers.

Utility companies argue against net metering, ignoring the many benefits that solar customers provide. Solar
owners pay a monthly grid connection fee, just like every other customer, to maintain the electric grid.  

Our Public Service Commission needs to make sure this important protection for West Virginia consumers is
upheld. Net metering is a fair way to save West Virginians money and grow our economy by using our natural
solar resources.
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